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PRO TABLE 1800
(Ref. 20116247)

A real workstation to safely and ergonomically carry out all
the cutting, drilling and handling operations of large-format
slabs.
Usage intensif

Guarantee:   

Product Information:
Support table for ultra-thin ceramic sandstone slabs in large forma
t, and ceramic tiles.
The table is modular to provide a complete system of combination
s of tile lengths and widths.
Adjustable width from 1000 to 1500 mm.
Length: a table 1800 mm, 2 tables 3600 mm.
The separation of the adjustable aluminum bars allows cutting and
drilling without damaging the table.
The aluminum bars and steel feet give the whole thing a high stabi
lity and stiffness.
Quick bar attachment system without tools or screws, allowing eas
y storage for transport.
The foldable legs are equipped with an anti-return safety system a
nd come with adjustable feet in height for a perfect level of the tab
le.
The table is made up of:
- 5 1800 mm long aluminium bars
- 2 expandable bars for a capacity of between 1000 and 1500 mm
- 8 steel legs
Lightweight, easy-to-carry and easy-to-use set.
Optional connection kit, two assembled tables allow a tile length u
p to 3600 mm
An optional side-cutting kit, a tile can be cut wide safely.

Technical characteristics:
Height (cm) : 84.00
Width (cm) : 100.00
Length (cm) : 180.00
Net weight (Kg) : 30.60
Tile width (mm) 1800
Tile thickness (mm) 3 to 10
Capacity (kg) 300
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